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JESSE KRIEl HAS MADE THEMUST OF
AN UNEXPEUEI] BREAK FROM AUIUN

BY FINE-TUNINGHIS GAME
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n his partner’s ’In situations like this, you either become This narrative, the insatiable thirst
farm near the a victim and say, "I cannot do this, I don’t for improvement, has propelled Kriel from

small town of have a gym to do that", or you can take the his earliest days. As a pupil at Maritzburg

Hibberdene, situation by the scruff of the neck and take College, he would sneak into the gym at
Jesse Kriel advantage of the opportunities available to night, keeping the lights off to avoid alerting
pounds out you,’ says Kriel. the staff, and eke out a few precious hours of

the miles, Tve stripped my game down: how can I get lifting that would give him the edge over his
crossing across better? How can 1 structure my day to get my peers and rivals. Judging by the patchwork

the property in skills and conditioning better, and transfer it striations that bind his body together, it was

a variety of running sessions. Covid-19 may on to the field? probably also around this time that he last
be ravaging rugby but it cannot lay waste ‘A big thing I have been working on is consumed any simple carbohydrates

to Kriel's torturous training schedule, which identifying space better, whether it’s kick These were twilight sweat-fests that speak

he hopes will make him better and tougher. space, bridge balls over the top to get to Kriel’s mindset. The centre's whole rugby life

His girlfriend and her family are recruited fullbacks and wings into space, or seeing has been about outworking and outghting

for passing practice. Coaches from the Boks' space in order to exploit it better. everyone else, visiting the dark places where
camp, others in Japan, and even another 'I’Ve been watching a lot of Willie le Roux’s only the most driven dare to venture.
from Australia, are consulted and footage clips and talking to him to learn how he does ’The dad of one of my best mates at school

scrutinised in microscopic detail. The complex it, He's one of the best in the world at it — was the deputy headmaster,’ says Kriel. ‘30 Tim

suspension of rugby has given the centre the I want to be able to spot that space better always had a key for the gym. I got another
breathing space to rip apart his game and and use my skillset that I’m working on to one cut for myself that I would use to get in

look at the areas where he feels it is lacking get the ball there.’ the gym in the evenings just to go through

my rugby sessions and get the extra work in.

‘THE WORST THING YOU CAN DO IS BEQUIZIE ‘There used to be tackle bags in the gym,

I did a bit of tackle technique, speed work,

A VILTIIVI AND FEEL SORRY FOR YOURSELI- hurdles, lifting. It was something I loved

BECAl SE, TO BE HUNEE3T, NO ONE CARES’
and I knew would make my rugby better.’

The toil, and no small measure of skill, got
Kriel to the Boks and ultimately to Japan. But

the World Cup was a weird blend of emotions,

the exaltation and the glory tempered by the

ache of injury. Kriel damaged his hamstring in

the opening pool match against New Zealand

and flew home to recover.

His focus in these brutal moments was

extraordinarily precise, almost machine-like.
There was no melancholy, no wallowing in
misfortune. As soon as he boarded the airport

shuttle, his brain had switched to the next
task: getting back into action.

“I could control getting back into shape,

putting all my energy into rehab and knowing
that I could get back out there if someone got

injured,’ he says.
’The worst thing you can do is become

a victim and feel sorry for yourself because,

to be honest, no one cares. Unfortunately

it didn’t all work out, but I can honestly

say I have absolutely no regrets and I did

everything possible to get back in shape
and back to full tness.

'Every night I go to bed a happy guy.
We won the World Cup and we achieved

our goal. It doesn't matter whether or

not I played, it's irrelevant]

Ultimately, there were no further injury
setbacks in the Bok camp. In any event, his

hamstring was too badly damaged. But thanks
to an act of remarkable philanthropy from

Gavin Varejes, a huge supporter and benefactor

of South African rugby, the stricken Kriel and

prop Trevor Nyakane were own back to be
with their teammates for the nal.

Of course they yearned to get on the park,
but they were as feverish with excitement

as anyone in Yokohama as the Springboks

atomised England on that sweltering evening.

’1 don’t think there was the budget to fly
us back, and Gavin stepped up and sorted
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everything — we just needed to get to the
airport,’ says Kriel. ‘He’s an amazing guy

who does a lot for South African rugby

and I am so grateful to him.

‘Being on the eld in the warm-up, the
atmosphere in that stadium was just crazy.
Iwas so grateful to be there but at the same

time, you just wanted to be out there. All
the non-playing reserves and injured players,

everyone wanted to be playing.
'But our next—best thing was to be the

best supporters and energy-givers in that
stadium. I loved every second. The highlight

for me was defending our line for two minutes:

we smashed England back. That showed what

we are and why we are world champions.

That was the character people speak about
in champion teams — that was awesome.’

Kriel sizzles with enthusiasm when he
talks about Erasmus and what he did for

a beleaguered squad that had become serial

losers under the previous regime. He lionises

Jacques Nienaber, the defence specialist who
“stake“msheadmach-“acquesgets ‘UNLY YOU CAN D ETERIVIINE HUW HARD
up to work at about 4am he lives and eats

defence'—and Felix Jones. the former Munster YOU WANT TO WORK, HUW QUICKLY YUU
32133211323333?Sltgesmlmthe ”mung GET OF: THE GRUUND'

'Rassie always talked about how he’ll

pick a person rst before he picks a rugby
player,’ says Kriel. ’Not many people get it
right, but he and Jacques do. The group had
a common goal, guys bought into their plan

and worked absolutely crazy hard. There

were no egos, and when you've got that,

the sky becomes the limit.

’Coaches are there to help you with

getting your skill sets under pressure
and your conditioning better, but effort

is between you and you. Only you can

determine how hard you want to work,

how quickly you get off the ground.’

Of course, Kriel knew the triumph would

reverberate across South Africa, a complex

nation where gross poverty and division still

exist. But it wasn't until he made it back to

Hibberdene that he got a very tangible and

LOoCK/BACKPAGEHX
humbling feel of what it meant. There, he
was besieged by the children of the farm

workers, interrogated about Siya Kolisi,
and lobbied for jerseys, boots and balls.

‘There’s a load of guys working on farms

[M here who don't come from the luckiest or
l

ANGU/Wll
best backgrounds,’ says Kriel. ’But when

‘4 Hi "4;
I got back, these guys had started to run.

"I (.17
They are training. Half of them have got

MAHt my old kit. They're asking about Siya, the

TS/SVDNFV
little kids on the farm are asking me if they

can have a rugby ball because they want to

start practising.

VWOUDHF ’They might not even have known what
rugby was a couple of years ago, but now
it’s become an obsession. Guys are getting

HAAG/HUU opportunities they might never have got
before, and maybe one day they will become

lEVE a Siya or a Handre Pollard. That’s exciting

and gives our country a lot of hope.’ a.“
s
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